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Summary

A novel agreement index, based on a population model is proposed.
It extends the basic concept of Cohen’s kappa coefficient [1] for two
groups of raters and reduces to it in case of one rater in each group.
Sampling variability is derived by the Jackknife method [2].

Example: Script Concordance Test (SCT) [3]

Aim: Evaluate the ability of students to solve unclear clinical situations
Test: N items (description of a situation + diagnosis assumption)
Principle: Evaluate impact of new information on the assumption using

a 5-point Likert scale: (-2) Eliminated→ (+2) Only possibility
Particularity: No correct answers→ experts define a "gold standard"

Position of the problem Study [4]
Group G1 of R1 raters Medical experts (R1 = 10)
Group G2 of R2 raters Students in medicine
N items SCT with 48 items
K -categorical scale 5-point Likert scale
Agreement(G1,G2)=? Agreement(experts,students)=?

Study aim: Year 7 students (R2 = 27) better than year 5 (R2 = 20)?

Case of 2 isolated raters (Cohen’s κ coefficient [1])

2 raters, N items, 1 K-category scale→ K × K contingency table

Rater 2
Rater 1 Yes No Total
Yes 0.55∗ 0.12 0.67
No 0.11 0.22 0.33
Total 0.66 0.34 1
∗pjk = njk/N, j , k = 1, · · · ,K

• po = 0.55 + 0.22 = 0.77
The 2 raters agree on 77% of the items.

• pe = 0.66× 0.67 + 0.34× 0.33 = 0.55
55% of agreements only expected by chance.

• κ̂ = (0.77− 0.55)/(1− 0.55) = 0.69

Observed proportion of agreement: po =
∑K

j=1 pjj

Proportion of agreement expected by chance: pe =
∑K

j=1 pj .p.j

Cohen’s κ coefficient (agreement corrected for chance): κ̂ = po−pe
1−pe

Interpretation: κ̂ = 1 Perfect agreement
κ̂ = 0 Agreement not better than chance
κ̂ < 0 Agreement lower than chance.

Existing methods for 2 groups of raters

• Consensus: Summarize responses of each group in 1 quantity
→ Agreement between the 2 consensuses

Example:

Rule Consensus category
Majority category chosen by the majority of the raters in the group
x% category chosen by at least x% of the raters in the group

Drawbacks: (Orange cell = Consensus category)
Majority rule 80% rule

Category of a binary scale No Yes No Yes
Not always defined 50(a) 50 60 40
Different rules→ different conclusions 70 30 70 30
Different consensus strength→ same answer 60 40 80 20
(variability in the group not taken into account) 90 10 90 10
(a)% of raters selecting the category

• Schouten [5]: Consider all pairs of raters with 1 rater of each group

Principle: p̄o = mean po between all pairs
p̄e = mean pe between all pairs
κ̂ = (p̄o − p̄e)/(1− p̄e)

Drawbacks:

Many pairs
Definition of perfect agreement too restrictive (see later)

New agreement index (Binary scale)

Population Rg (g = 1,2) of raters and I of items
• Xir ,g = 1 if rater r ∈ Rg classifies item i in category 1

• P(Xir ,g = 1) = E(Xir ,g|I) = Pi,g over Rg and E(Pi ,g) = πg, var (Pi ,g) = σ2
g over I

• In Rg, ICCg = σ2
g/πg(1− πg) [6] (=1 if perfect agreement in Rg)

Theoretical agreement: ΠT = E [Pi ,1Pi ,2 + (1− Pi ,1)(1− Pi ,2)]

Agreement expected by chance: ΠE = π1π2 + (1− π1)(1− π2)

Perfect agreement when Pi ,1 = Pi ,2 = Pi with E(Pi) = π, var (Pi) = σ2

→ ΠT = ΠM = 1− 2π(1− π)(1− ICC)

New agreement index: κ = (ΠT − ΠE)/(ΠM − ΠE)

Comparison of the methods

Index Perfect agreement ΠM
New Same probability distribution in both populations ≤ 1
Schouten + Perfect agreement in both populations = 1
Consensus + consensus always possible = 1
→ Schouten’s index = special case when ICC = 1.

Results of the SCT example (κ̂± SE)

Method N Year 5 Year 7 p-value(a)

Majority rule 39 0.73± 0.08 0.77± 0.07 0.58
Schouten index 48 0.35± 0.04 0.40± 0.03 0.028
New index 48 0.53± 0.05 0.60± 0.04 0.030
(a)Comparison with the bootstrap method (1000 iterations) [7]

Consensus Schouten New index

Conclusion: Year 7 students better agree with experts than Year 5.

Discussion

• New index quantifies the agreement between 2 groups of raters
• Based on a population model
•Weighted and intraclass versions were derived
• Possess same interpretation and properties as Cohen’s κ
• Reduce to Cohen’s kappa coefficient when 1 rater in each group
• Better than consensus approach (always defined and account for vari-
ability in the groups)
• Schouten’s index is a special case (more restrictive definition of per-
fect agreement)
• Better estimate ΠM?
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